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Voyager Pilots Speak to Students 
by Sheila Muggins 
The event which so many 
Americans followed through the 
media last December was relived 
when Voyager pilots Richard 
Rutan and Jeana Yeager spoke 
about their record breaking feat at 
Cal Slate's gymnasium on April 
21. 
Over a thousand people listened 
attentively for two hours as Rutan 
and Yeager spoke about their 
historic experience which enabled 
them to be the first to fly an aircraft 
a r o u n d  t h e  w o r l d  w i t h o u t  
refueling. The presentation was 
aided by the use of slides and a film 
which showed tbe 
from the beginning until the end. 
The pride which filled the gym 
was widely felt as the two pilots 
were given two standing ovations 
a n d  n u m e r o u s  a p p l a u s e s  
t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  n i g h t .  R u t a n  
responded to the warm greeting by 
giving credit to the people for 
enabling the Voyager to get off the 
ground. "Grass-root Americans 
did this," he said. "You people, not 
NASA or big corporations, made 
this possible." 
Most people knew the basic 
facts about the Voyager from 
reading the papers and watching 
the news. They already knew that 
the Voyager made history on 
December 23, 1986 when it 
completed the first non-stop, 
unrefueled flight around the 
world, covering 25,012 miles in 
nine days, three minutes and 44 
seconds. All of that was common 
knowledge, but some of the 
information which was not known 
was explained and shown by two 
people who know about the 
extraordinary flight better than 
anyone else. 
They explained in detail the 
answers to such questions as how 
they ate, slept, exercised, and even 
"relieved" themselves in a cockpit 
which was only 7 feet long and 3.3 
feet wide. 
Their sensation for food and 
water wasn't very strong so, in a 
sense, they had to force feed 
themselves with water and bland 
food supplements which they had 
been eating for about four months 
prior to the flight. 
Sleeping was also very difficult 
to do because they were too busy 
w o r r y i n g  a b o u t  w e a t h e r  
conditions. "We only had two 
hours of sleep each night, ev^ 
sight," Rutan said- "We didn't 
even have time for casual 
conversation or boredom," he 
added. 
Rutan explained the significant 
role weight played in making the 
flight successful. "Weight was our 
enemy from day one," he stressed. 
The Voyager weighed 9,776 
pounds at takeoff with 7,001 
pounds of fuel in the 17 fuel tanks. 
He joked about cutting Jeana's 
long hair in order to lose some 
extra weight. "We got an extra 
quarter mile range because she cut 
her hair off." 
O n e  p a r t  o f  t h e  f i l m  
demonstrated how they were able 
to rotate positions in the small 
cockpit in order to exchange pilot 
duties. The way they were able to 
maneuver their bodies not only 
looked difficult, it was very 
interesting. "It takes about one 
minute and it's as easy as 1-2-3," 
Jeana said to an amazed audience. 
There were some problems 
throughout the flight which they 
also discussed. One of them was 
having to fly above Africa at about 
20,000 feet because of the huge 
thunderstorms. They wore oxygen 
masks, but not enough oxygen was 
reaching their brains. "Jeana kept 
fainting and throwing up," 
Richard remembered, "I was 
worried about her." 
There was also the problem of 
scraping the wingtips during take­
off. "We had 67 test flights and not 
at any time did they saape," 
Rutan said. However, for the real 
flight there was much more fiiel 
than ever before to make it 
heavier. 
Another major problem was 
when a fuel pump quit over Baja, 
California. The faflure of one of 
^ two fud PMIIT' 
t^ferrang fuel lo^ mam taS 
which had only estimated 10 
gallons. The craft required 28 
gallons to complete the mission at 
this point. Yeager performed a 
complicated task of changing fiiel 
feed lines in the airoaft to activate 
the good fuel pump while Rutan 
had to dive the plane, in almost 
total darkness, toward the water in 
order to bring fuel into the fuel 
lines before restarting the main 
engine at the last possible moment. 
"With fingers crossed because of 
fuel fumes, I flipped the switch and 
held my ears as the main engine 
coughed to life and the fuel pump 
began working," stated Rutan. 
The landing took place at 
Edwards Air Force Base. "As the 
wheels touched down, I felt like 
the weight of the universe had 
been taken off my shoulders," 
Rutan said as he stared at the 
movie screen. 
The plane still had 18.3 gallons 
of fuel left when it landed. That 
was enough to go another eight 
hours if needed. 
Jeana lost nine pounds from the 
flight while Richard lost six 
TopLeft Voyager, Top Right Prepares to Land, Bottom: After 
Landing _ 
photos by Dennis Nadalin 
poimds. Since they were wearing 
specially designed headsets, they 
only suffered a 3% bearing loss. 
The presentation ran longer 
than exp>ected but the 1000 people 
in attendance didn't seem to mind 
as they listened enthusiastically to 
two Americans who gave them a 
reason to be proud. 
When ask^ if they would do it 
again, Rutan replied, "It was 
worth doing and if we would have 
failed, we'd do it again and again 
until it was successful." 
Currently, they are doing quite 
will on their speaking tour in 
which they are booked solid for 
the next two months. They are 
also in the process of writing a 
book which will help them get out 
of debt from the expensive 
Voyager project "By the end of 
the year, weH be doing just fine," 
Rutan emphasized. 
Cinco de Mayo Celebrated Here 
by Dennis Nadalin 
Over 175 people attended the 
Hispanic Scholarship Awards 
Banquet and Dance last Saturday 
night here at CSUSB. 
According to Paul Mata, 
President of the Latino Business 
Students Association, the profits 
from this $20.00 per individual, 
$35.00 per couple banquet will go 
toward future scholarships. The 
$1,400 that was awarded to dght 
students at the banquet was 
collected from fund-raisers held 
earlier this year. 
Dr. Manuel Rivera, President of 
San Bernardino Valley Coll^, 
gave a speech entitled, "Cultural 
S u r v i v a l  a n d  A c a d e m i c  
Achievement: a Partnership that 
Works." 
"Participation of High School 
graduates in higher education in 
San Bernardino county is next to 
the lowest in the state of 
California" Rivera said. "While 
statistics vary considerably 
uxx}rding to source, it appears that 
50% of all Hispanics enrolled in 
high schools will not graduate, and 
of those that graduated in 1983, 
less than 5% were eligible to enroll 
in the University of California and 
less than 15% were eligible for the 
California State University." 
'Researchers, professors, public 
officials and local residents ponder 
and offer solutions to solve 'the 
Hispanic problem.' However, few 
look at the issue of cultural 
determination and preservation as 
one of the reasons for duopping 
out of school to survive cultur^y. 
we can be what we are and achieve 
academically," Rivera said. 
"We Hispanics chose Cinco dc 
Mayo as our celebration because it 
provided us with symbols that 
relate to us," Rivera continued. 
"You should know that the 
Mexican people don't celebrate 
Cinco de Mayo with the same 
vigor we do. Why celebrate this 
day?" 
Cinco de Mayo celebrates 
Mexican independence from the 
french and Rivera talked about a 
full-blooded Zapotec Indian 
named Benito Juarez who has 
become a symbol of the Chicano. 
"There was a strong belief in 
Mexico at that time (in the 1860's) 
that those who were not European 
did not have the 'brains' to succeed 
academically, politically or 
socially," Rivera said. "Benito 
Juarez broke all odds and 
succeeded in becoming an 
attorney. Senator, Congressman 
and President of Mexico. 
Therefore we strongly believe that 
no matter what your background 
is -Indian - Spanish - Anglo - you 
Please See page 11 
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LETTERS 
To THE 
EDITOR 
A.S. Says "Thank You 55 
TO ALL STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY OF CSUSB: 
Well, the results are in. The 
results are also absolutely fantastic. 
An incredible amount of students 
turned out to vote, with the magic 
900 mark being smashed. The 
official number to vote was 922, 
thirteen per-cent of the total 
student body. When one considers 
that the state wide average is ten 
percent, it must mean that we did 
something right. 
This incredible success is due to 
the massive amount of help 
contributed by many people. 
Mary Kehew in the A.S. office, the 
Student Union and its staff led by 
Helga Lingren, Kathy Beemer in 
schedul ing ,  S teve  Nelson  
postermaker, Veda Hunn with 
Housing, the entire Serrano 
Village, John Tibbals and Pfau 
Library, A1 Saavedre and the 
entire custodial staff, EIrond 
Lawrence and the Chronical staff. 
Bill Fennell at Food Service, 
Randy Harre l l  and  Tami  
Bakewell in Student Life. 
The people who helped man the 
polling pla^ in 90 d^ee heat also 
did a great job. These are: Sharon 
Stalcup, Karen Henry, Chris 
Sche ld t ,  Tonia  F lowers ,  
Bemedette Terry, and Ken Siefert. 
The committee which was 
assembled also played a part in this 
success. Theses people are Troy 
Li^ns, and Lori Ellison. They 
handled themselves well while I 
was away the week before the 
election. 
Finally, let me congratulate the 
winners :  S teve  Hekman,  
Pres ident ;  Frank  Novek ,  
Treasurer. At this time, there will 
be a run-ofif between Curtis Bayer 
and Kaycee Grouse for Vice-
Presidoit anticipated. 
We've done a great job this 
year, but we can still improve 
much more .  Who knows?  
Maybe next year we can all shoot 
at the average of all campuses in 
the U.C. system, not just the Cal. 
State system. 
Thanks again to everyone. See 
you next year for an even better 
turnout. U.C.S, watch out. 
Sincerely, 
Patrick Lewis, 
A.S. Election Chair 
President's Letter 
Pftwer And 
Dear CSUSB Student: 
The first letter of information 
will be on the structure of the 
Associated Student Government. 
Before discussii^ the structure it is 
important to know the purpose 
and functions of the Associated 
Students Government which is to 
provide for the welfare of the 
students body and the University. 
In doing so the Associate 
Students' government will be 
given the powers and responsi­
bilities as follows: 
a. To act as the official voice of 
the student body. 
b. To raise and allocate fiinds. 
c To coordinate and support 
campus activities, 
d. To serve as Uaison between 
the students, faculty, and 
administration. 
edition of "Robert's Rules of 
Order". 
TREASURER—shall assure 
adherence to the Associated 
Students' fiscal policies and 
procedures. Th&Treasurer shall be 
an ex officio, nonvoting member 
of the Board of Directors. 
The three governing branches of 
Associated students consist of the 
Executive, Legislative, and the 
Judicial. Each branch will be 
discussed further 
LEGISLATIVE 
The Board of Directors consist 
of one representative from each of 
the  recognized  schools  
(Education, Humanities, Natural 
Sciences, Public and Business 
Administration, Social and 
Behaviora l  Sc iences) .  One  
represen ta t ive  f rom the  
combination of Interdisciplinary 
Studies, Special Majors, and Dual 
Majors. One representative from 
Undeclared Majors. There may 
also be one representative of the 
University President whose status 
shall be ex officio and one 
representative from the Faculty 
Senate whose status shall be ex 
officio, nonvoting. 
EXECUTIVE 
PRESIDENT-shall be the chief 
executive officer and official 
spokesperson for the Associated 
Students. The President shall have 
item veto power. The President 
shall be an ex officio, nonvoting 
member of the Board of Directors. 
VICE PRESIDENT-shaU chair 
the meetings of the Board of 
Directors pursuant to the latest 
JUDICIAL 
The Review Board shall be 
responsible for interpreting the 
constitution, bylaws, and other 
governing documents, policies and 
procedures of the Associated 
Students, and shall have the power 
to dedare as void acts found to be 
in violation or in conflict with the 
above mentioned documents. The 
Review Board shall have the 
power to enforce legislated 
penalities. A full Review Board 
shall consist of five students 
appointed by the President and 
approved by the Board of 
Directors. Members shall be 
appointed for terms of two years 
and shall be subject to a vote of 
appointment. The President, after 
receiving an advisory opinion 
from the Review Board, shall 
selea a Chief Justice from 
members of the Review Board. 
The Chief Justice shall serve in 
that capacity for a period of one 
year. 
The President, Vice President 
and T reasurer shall be voted on by 
the general student body and shall 
be elected by a majority of those 
students voting for each position. 
All other representatives shall be 
voted on only by those students 
officially enrolled in each school of 
. major, and shall be elected by a 
majority of those students voting 
for each position. 
Should  any  ques t ions  
concern ing  the  Assoc ia ted  
Students Government arise, please 
do not hesitate to see me during 
my office hours: 
Mondays- 12:00-4:00 p.m. 
Tuesdays- 4:00-6:00 p.m. 
Wednadays- 3:00-5:00 p.m. 
Thursdays- 4:00-6:00 p.m. 
Sincerely, 
Penni Overstreet, President 
Associated Students 
CSUSB, HERE ARE THE 
OFnCIAL RESULTS 
FOR ALL OFFICES IN 
ELECTION '87 
P R E S I D E N T  
Steve Hekman 
Rob Davis 
Louis Dudash IV 
568 
291 
59 
yiCE—PRESIDENT 
Curtis Bayer ' ^60 
Kaycee Crouse ' 293 
Gerald Power 255 
(Run-Of£ Bayer & Crouse) 
TREASURER 
Frank Novek 
Doug Gonzalez 
535 
336 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
(No Opposition) 
BRIAN FORTNER, Business 
and Public Administration...l6I 
RICK PICKERING, School of 
Education... 17 
TINA MATTISON, Social and 
Behavioral Sciences...74 
JANINE BROOKS, Interdisci­
p l inary ,  Spec ia l  and  Dual  
Majors...8 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A  
Turnout 
Student Population 7018 
Students Voting 922 
Turnout % 13% 
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FMA Electing New Officers M.E.Ch.A.: 
by Paul R. Mata 
Tuesday, May 12, 1987 the 
Financial Management Asscocia-
tion will be electing new officers 
for the 1987-88 school year. 
With the positive changes 
occuring in the Department of 
Finance, the coming year should 
prove to be an exciting one for the 
FMA. 
The School of Business and 
Public Administration has plans to 
organize the, members of the 
Board of Councilors into 
committees that vtill reflect a 
specific discipline. That is, firms 
that are of financial concern will 
be grouped together to provide a 
resource for possible internships, 
scholarships and speakers. It v^l 
be up to the new officers to 
establish those links and take 
advantage of the help offered by 
the participating local firms. 
With ffie Finance prt^am 
getting stronger all the time 
(specifically with the addition of 
new finance faculty) enrollment in 
the finance concentration will 
undoubtedly increase, creating a 
larger pool of potential members. 
Again, it will be up to the officers 
to coordinate the expected 
increased interest in the FMA. 
Holding an office is not without 
its rewards. As an officer of a 
student organization, you are 
generally looked upon more 
favorably by prospective 
employers. Additionally, it is an 
opportunity to sharpen your 
leadership, organization and 
expository presentation skills 
which are of paramount 
importance in the business world. 
Further, you will get to interact 
with faculty, staff and 
administration more than the 
ordinary member. This will make 
you more viable to those you will 
eventually approach for 
recommendations. What better 
avenue to prove your caliber than 
in an office of what proves to be 
one of the most exciting clubs on 
campus. 
Some of the activities that you 
will be able to help coordinate are 
the Investment Advisory 
realationship with the Associated 
Students; National Stock 
Investment Competition; 
establishment of a Young Banker's 
Club; and management of a club 
sponsored mutual fund. 
If you are interested in any of 
the five available positions 
(President, Vice-President, 
Treasurer, Secretary, Publicity) 
contact Micheal DeGrasse at 
(714) 862-3634 or come to one of 
our meetings. We meet every 
Tuesday at 4:00 p.m. in the Oak 
Room (Upper Commons). 
Nominate yourself or someone 
you feel demonstrates leadership 
ability. 
The Los Angeles Philharmonic is 
seeking students who are 
interested in becoming volunt^ 
representatives 'fluting' (Re 
upcoming Hollywood Bowl 
summer session (July 7 • 
September 15). As a 
representative, you will receive 
two complementary tickets to the 
concert(s) of your choice in 
exchange for handing out 
P^harmonic materials one hour 
b^re that evening's concert. It's a 
great chance to experience the 
Hollywood Bowl while promoting 
the world of music. 
For more information please 
call Janine at (213) 850-2078. 
Deadline is June 15. 
On Wednesday, April 29tb at 
7:00 pm in the SUMP ( Student 
Union), Campos Crusade for 
Christ will present the production 
of, "Day and Night." This is a 
student production including the 
play "Death, Who Needs It?" by 
Bruce Fosdick and two short 
comedy selections adopted from 
Shel Siverstein's poems. 
Admission is free and refreshments 
will be served. Everyone is 
welcome, so come and join the 
fun. 
The library has a new collection 
of books and radio shows on 
cassette tapes. The tapes are 
housed in the Music Listening 
Facility on the fourth floor of Pfau 
Library. The 54 tapes join the 
collection of 7443 phonodiscs and 
4183 tapes and cassettes that are 
available for use in the Music 
Listening Facilitv The existing^ 
coUection includes a wide range of 
recordings from classical to rock. 
Among the new tapes are 12 
containing old radio shows, a few 
comedy tapes, some poetiy, and 
short stories and novels of authors 
ranging from Jane Austen to 
Stephen King. The sound on the 
tapes is of good quality and the 
narration is easy to understand. 
All of the library's records and 
tapes must be used in the listening 
fa^ty where private listening 
rooms are available. The hours are 
9:00 a.m. to 9:(X} p.m. Monday 
through Thursday, 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. on Fridays, and 
Saturdays from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m. 
All students and faculty 
interested in hearing about the 
newly proposed Women's Studies 
program here at Cal State arae 
invited to attend a gathering to be 
held Monday, May 4th, at noon in 
Student Union A&B. The 
proposal~to initiate a minor in 
Women's Studies and to develop 
program activities-has been put 
forward by a group of interested 
faculty. They would like to have 
sutdent in-put before plans are 
submitted to the university 
committees for approval. 
One part of the plan calls for 
develoinng a Women's Studies 
Advisory Board, on which 
students and community members 
will be encouraged to partidpate. 
Anyone interested in Women's 
Studio and anyone just curious to 
know what it's alt about is 
welcome to come. The meeting 
will be informal, and refreshments 
will be served (or bring your 
lunch). For more information on 
Women's Studies here at Cal 
State, contact Prof. Ellen 
Gruenbaum in the Anthropology 
Department (887-7289 or 887-
7281). 
"Self-Confidence: Getting 
What You Want Out of Life" is 
the title of a Health Topics 
Seminar series, 7 to 9pm., 
Wednesday, May 6,13, 20, 27 at 
the Kaiser Permanente Medical 
Center for Inland Counties Area. 
Leading the series will be Hovik 
Sarrafian, D.H.Sc., a preventive 
care practitioner at the Kaiser 
Permanente Medical Center. 
Dr. Sarrafian will focus on 
improving and developing self 
esteem and self confidence, and 
raising a child's self esteem. 
"This seminar will discuss 
realistic steps and specific skills an 
individual needs to reach full 
potential," explained Dr. 
Sarrafian. 
There is a $12 charge for the 
four-part series. Reservations are 
necessary, and may be made by 
calling (714) 829-5177. Kaiser 
Permanente Medical Center is 
located at 9961 Sierra Ave. in 
Fontana. 
The Student Union Board of 
Directors has an opening for a 
student representative to serve on 
the Board through June 30,1988. 
Applications are available in the 
Associated Students' Office. The 
deadline for filing applications is 
May 8,1987. Questions regarding 
the position may be directed to the 
Student Union counter. 
Full student representation on 
the Student Union Board of 
Directors is especially important 
now that decisions on expansion 
and renovation are are being 
made. Thank you. 
Planning and Thanking 
/ 
We would like to take this time 
to introduce the Cinco de Mayo 
Planning Committee: 
Dr. David Bellis School of Business and Public Administration 
Naffine Chavez Educational Opportunity Prt^am 
Dr. Michael Clarke School ofBusiness and Public Admninistration 
Marco Cota Relations With High Schools 
Carlos Enciso Latino Business Students Association (LBSA) 
Sharon Headrick MEChA, Vice President 
Eva Jimenez Transfer Services Center 
Paul R. Mata LBSA, President 
Rosa Ramos MEChA, Vice-President 
Olivia Rosas Student Affirmative Action 
Marionela Valencia Assodation of Hispanic Faculty and Staff 
Through the combined efforts 
of the Cinco de Mayo Plannii^ 
Committee, Latino Business 
Students Association (LBSA), 
Mexicano Estudiantil Chicano de 
Aztian (MEChA) and campus 
related departments, we hope 
throi^h our efforts to have 
presented the best Cinco de Mayo 
in the history of CSUSB. We 
encourage everyone to actively 
participate in the on going events. 
SPECIAL THANKS Ta 
Associated Students 
Committee for Clubs 
Economics Department 
Intellectual Life 
Political Science Department 
Spanish Department 
Special Events 
Student Life 
The Coyote Chronicle 
Library Acquires 
Map Collection 
By Marina Parise 
This fascinating collection will 
be kept on the first floor at the 
south end of the library in the 
bottom drawer of the file cabinet 
labeled ''monographs on 
microfilm." The maps may be 
accessed through the card patalog 
by looking under "INSURANCE, 
Students of local history and 
urban studies will be particularly 
interested in one of the Pfau 
Library's recent acquisitions. 
Throu^ the generosity of the 
Library Associates support group, 
the library now has five microfilm 
reels of The Sanborn Fire 
Insurance Maps coUection. Each 
reel includes maps for several 
California cities and towns 
arranged alphabetically and 
spanning the years 1880 to 1950. 
The five microfilm boxes are 
labeled respectively: "Colton", 
"Fontana", "Redlands", 
"Riverside", and "San 
Bernardino." The box marked 
"Riverside" also includes 
Sacramento and the one marked 
FIRE" or under the name of the 
5 cities named of each box. 
The Library Associates, who 
donated the set, is a support group 
of about three-hundred-fifty 
people interested in promoting the 
relationship between the 
university library and the 
community. 
"San Bernardino" also includes 
San Diego. 
The Sanborn Fire Insurance 
Maps are an invaluable source for 
tracing the history as weU as such 
factors as economic status, and 
cultural and population tren^ of a 
given city. The growth and 
development of each city can be 
seen though several maps dating 
from the Post-Civil War era to the 
Post-World War II era. Each 
downtown dty block appears in 
the maps in great detail and 
includes every building outlined to 
scale aiKi streets with appropriate 
names and numbers. Sporific uses 
of buildings are given such as 
saloons, stores, post offices, and 
even bordellos! 
The Chronicle April 29,1987 
Pfau Library Offers 
C o m p u t e r  R e s e a r c h  A i d s  
If you need a biblit^af^y of 
magazine articles and other 
sources for term-p^)er research, 
the Database Search Service of the 
Pfau Library may be able to help. 
For a subsidized fee that varies 
with the complexity of the seardi 
and royalties ^  the particular files, 
you can obtain a list of circulations 
and even brief abstracts of research 
that has been conducted on your 
topic of choice. 
The Reference Department of 
the Library is a good place to start 
when you b^in any term-paper, 
since t^ people workup there can 
usually suggest helpful strategies. 
While they can often demonstrate 
tedmiques of finding pertinent 
books and magazines through the 
normal means, the staff might also 
recommend an electronic database 
search. Via remote communi­
cations we have access to around 
300 databases covering most 
academic fields. 
Because of the computer's high­
speed power to look for and 
manipuilate data, a custom search 
stratagy can be devised. This 
strata should not be lengthy but 
can combine and filter concepts 
and synonyms. A r^vlar manual 
search through card catalogs or 
printed indexes can not always 
provide such logicd groupings of 
material without laborous double-
or triple-checkii^. An automated 
search can actually eliminate some 
drudge work w^e providing a 
helpful bibliography on several 
concepts. 
Despite the many advantages of 
database services, some 
drawbadcs exist that prevent their 
use for all library research. First, 
the computerized bibliographies 
produced by the service will 
include resources not owned by 
our b'brary. The online files do not 
represent an electronic card 
catalog of our books and 
periodicals. Rather they should be 
thought of as world, and 
particularly American efforts in 
whatever field. Second, these files 
do not go bade, in most cases, 
further than the 1960's in 
coverage. If you need to do some 
extensive historical delving, the 
electronic databases may never 
reach back far enough to find 
everything. 
The next problem is somewhat 
paradoxical: despite the speed of 
computers, you must have at least 
ten days or more to wait for the 
results of an in-depth request. We 
hope in the near ^ture to answer 
shorter requests with brief citation 
lists produced on the same day at 
the Reference Desk. With, more 
extensive research, however, we 
need more time to carefully plan a 
strata and to schedule the efforts 
of the staff envolved. The 
installation of a microcomputer 
and high-speed printer this year 
should reduce return time to about 
a week. 
Finally, the search is not free 
and can be expensive. The 
database utilities charge us for 
online time, telecommunications, 
and citations. Online royalties 
alone can run SSO to SlOO an 
hour. The Library's budget does 
not allow us to pay all costs of 
database searches, but at this time 
we are paying 50% of the cost of 
student searches. Your share of an 
average search might cost between 
SIC and $20 for 25 to 50 citations 
from perhaps two files. Note that 
certain charges must still be passed 
on even if we find tittle or nothing 
on a topic. 
Should you be interested in 
having a database search done, 
please go to the Reference desk in 
the Library on the first floor. The 
staff can advise you on the merits 
of manual vs. automated searching 
and can show you catalogs of 
database descriptions. Regardless 
of how you decide to proceed, we 
will try to help you make the best 
use of jour Libra^. 
ELM/EPT Requirements in 
Effect for Fall Registration 
by Kim Schnepp 
Be honest now, how many of 
you haven't taken the ELM ot 
EPT ye^ If you're one of those 
students who hasn't signed up yet 
you should sign up soon before the 
new requirements are in effect. 
Effective in the fall of this year 
students who haven't taken the 
ELM/EFT will not be able to 
roister thru the CAR system. 
Incoming freshman next year will 
be required to take the tests durii^ 
the fiist two quarters. If a student 
roisters for either English 101 or 
any General Education math 
courses but has not taken the tests 
they will automatically be 
dropped from the course. 
Once a student has taken the 
test ilhe or she does not pass the 
ELM they will automatically be 
placed in a math 80 or 90 if 
you attempt to take the G.E. 
course. You will however be able 
to drop the lower math course if 
desired. 
During the first two quarters 
this year, 120 students have tried 
to regis^ for dasses which diey 
couldn't have due to not pasang 
either of the two tests. 
The English Placement Test 
(EPT) is to assess the level of 
reading and writing skills of 
entering lower-division studoits so 
they can be placed in appropriate 
ocHUses. Students scoring T141 or 
lower will be required to take 
English 99, students scoringTl42-
149 must enroll in English 100. To 
enroll in English 101, a general 
education requirement, you must 
score T150 or greater. 
The test itself consists of a 45 
minute essay, and three 30 minute 
multiple choice sections. There is 
no fee for the EPT. 
The Entry Level Mathematics 
(ELM) is designed to assess the 
basic skill level of entering students 
in math fundamentals. The test 
consists of 65 multiple choice 
questions. There is a $9.00 fee for 
the exam. A score of T38 is needed 
to pass the test. 
It is encouraged by Retention 
Coordinator Marda Albert ot 
roister two weeks in advance. 
In order to roister for the test a 
indent can pick up a Registration 
Form at the Admissins and 
Records Office (SS-IOO), the 
Advising Center (PL-107), or at 
the Counseling and Testing center 
(ps-227). 
To be exempt from taking the 
EPT you must be able to presoit 
evidence of one of the following; 
satisfikctory scores on the CSU 
English Equivalency Examination 
(BEE). Scores of 3,4, ot 5 on the 
lai^uage and Composition OT a 
soOTe of 510 or above on the 
Veitttl section of die CoU^ SAT-
Verbal. A score of 23 or above on 
the ACT English Achievement 
Test in English Composition with 
a grade of 'C of better. 
To be exempt from taking the 
ELM you must have received a 
score of 3 or above on the College 
Board Advance Placement Math 
Examination. A score of 23 or 
above on the ACT math test or a 
score of 530 or above on the math 
section of the SAT. A score of 520 
or above on the CoU^e Board 
math Achievement test level 1 or 
540 on level 2. Completion of a 
collie course that satisfies the 
General Education Breadth 
Requirement in Quantitative 
Reasoning of the CSU campus to 
which you have transferred with a 
grade of 'C or better will also be 
excepted. This allows you to take 
math at another campus, such as a 
junior college, but whether it 
would transfer over or not would 
be up to this university. 
Albert said, 'restrictions will be 
enforced rigidly next year.' adding 
that, 'we're oidy trying to see that 
the students pass the test early and 
are willing to help them pass 
anyway we can.' 
Letters warning students that 
they need to take either of these 
exams will be sent out Once 
you've taken the exam, a student 
will be able to clear it through the 
retention center. 
CSU Instructional 
Programs Receive 
Benefits from 
Lottery Funds 
Most of the approximately $37 
million in 1986/87 lottery funds 
has been allocated and is being 
used successfully to enhance and 
supplement CSU instructional 
programs, according to a report to 
the Board of T rustees on 
Wednesday. 
Guidelines for the dispersal of 
lottery fimds were developed by 
the Long Range Financial 
Committee and approved by the 
Board of Trustees. According to 
the criteria, 60% of the Lottery 
revenue was to be allocated to 
Systemwide programs. 
Discretionary and endowment 
allocations were budgeted at 15 
and 20 percent respectively(After 
deducting funds for reserves 
administration and continuing 
commitments). 
The largest portion of 
unallocated funds is about $6.4 
million, originally budgeted for 
one systemwide and 19 campus 
endowmeiit funds. It's anticipated 
that they will be establish^ on 
June I. 'We may not get enough 
lottery revenue in the third and 
fourth quarters to fund the full 
$6.4 million,' said CSU acting 
assistant vice chancellor, 
management and business 
analysis, Boyd Home, 'but they 
will be funded to the extent 
possible.' 
The endowment accounts were 
set up to provide a long term, 
predictable income stream from 
net interest earnings on the capital. 
I f  the  fu l l  ammount  i s  
forthcoming, the smallest campus 
will recieve about $190,000 and 
the largest around half a million 
dollars. 
Aside from endowments , 15 
other programs recieved lottery 
funding this year. They are: master 
teacher stipends and scholarships, 
experimental clinical supervision, 
instmctional computing access, 
instructional computing local 
t imeshare ,  in te runivers i ty  
cur r icu lum for  educa t iona l  
computing, non-formula based 
instructional equipment, student 
access to instructional computing, 
instructional development and 
technology ,  minor i ty / female  
graduate incentive program, 
s tudent  in te rnsh ips  and  
coramunfry service, detinguished 
visiting scholars, fine arts initiative, 
educational equity, instructional 
TV network equipment and 
discretionary funds. 
In addition to presenting the 
status of the lottery fimds this fiscal 
year, the report also contained a 
list of recommendations to 
improve  the  process  for  
distributing future lottery dollars. 
A detailed lottery revenue 
budget will be presented for 
adoption by the Board of Trustees 
at their May 12-13 meeting. 
JOBS! 
JOBS! 
YOU WANT 'EM, WE'VE GOT 'EM 
Whetfier you're looking for temporary, part-time or full-time work, 
we've got hundreds of exciting, great-paying summer jobs and 
career positions just waiting for you! 
• Start Anytime •Wbrk Close to Home • Top Pay 
• Flexible Work Schedules • NO FEES • No Selling 
• Temporary and Permanent Positions • Plus FREE PC 
Word Processing Italning Programs at Buslnessland. 
Don't wait another minute! 
Tell us what you can do and we'll find a job for you. 
Call TODAY for the office nearest you! 
1-800-722-TEMP 
RemedyTbmp 
I 'i I II 
Htmperary md Parnimat PlMamMl-46 offiMt Unowglwut CA and AZI 
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St® health corner 
Allergies: How to Ease Your Sneeze 
Allergic reactions can strike a 
susceptable person just about 
anywhere in the body. We are 
going to focus, however, cm the 
nosel It's the time of year when 
tree and grass pollen is occuring; 
this can wreaJc havoc with a 
sensitive nose. Whose nose is 
sensitive? Well, probably If 
you aren't allergic, your probably 
not much interested in the subject. 
An allergy is no contagious and if 
you haven't shown signs of it by 
adulthood, you're probably home 
free...BUT if you are allergic, short 
of ripping the nose right off the 
front of your face, you'd do 
anything for some relief of that 
itching, red, dripping, sneezing 
thing. 
Allergies that affect the nose 
tend to be familial, mostly 
transmitted genetically through 
the mother. 87% of children with 
allergies have relatives who are 
allergic. 25 million Americans 
suffer from nasal allergies; 5 
million school and work days are 
lost each year because of it. What's 
going on here? Why is it such a 
problem? 
An allergic response has a lot in 
common with other complex 
imniunologic conditions such as 
arthritis and rejection of 
transplanted organs. It's the body's 
attempt to differentiate between 
what is itself and what is not, and 
sometimes the decision is not in 
the best interest of the patient. 
Anything within the body that is 
not accepted as itself undergoes a 
form of rejection which can 
manifest in various ways that may 
either be systematic (throughout 
the body) or localized. In the case 
of nasal allergies, any one of the 
thousands of airborne antigens 
(substances that have the potential 
to create an allergy) may enter the 
nose and start a miserable 
localized sensitivity reaction. 
Although over-the-counter 
medications to treat the nose 
allergy are available, proper 
medical diagnosis and treatment is 
much more desirable. Allergies 
can be overlapping, so the best 
treatment and primary goal is to 
avoid the antigen. The process of 
identifying the antigen or antigens 
is a challenge to you and your 
doctor; you'll go back and forth 
covering factors that effect your 
reactions: the season and time of 
day in which you are effected, 
whether it's indoors or outdoors 
that you feel the worst, what 
air conditioning does to you, how 
wind and atmosperic dryness or 
dampness effect you, and whether 
being around animals, plants, and 
certain chemicals makes you 
worse. Also, the doctor will take a 
thorough history of your health 
along with a physical examination. 
Initial intimacy of exposure is 
important. Let's say you were 
lying outside yesterday while the 
neighbor's oak tree was busy 
pollenating its surroundings and 
that oak pollen is an antigen that 
your body interprets as foreign. 
Your nasal membranes are now 
red and swollen; they are 
thoroughly sensitized. Your 
neighbor feels really bad about it 
and takes the tree out. But now it 
doesn't take such an intimate 
exposure to keep the reaction 
going. You come to CSUSB for a 
class that gets out a ten-thirty. 
Feeling pretty good on your way 
in, when you come out, it starts up 
all over again. What happened? 
The morning dew has dri^, and 
oak trees on the hill. ty^Q 
away are wafting ffliall ii 
of pKJllen your way. This time 
that's all it takes to keep you 
sneezing. What to do!? 
In this case, avoidance of the 
antigen is impossible. Oak trees 
are protected under California 
Law so you can't go and remove 
them all from the hills. But, if your 
antigen had been identified as 
something to avoid by controlling 
where you went during the active 
season, then that is choice number 
one. AVOIDANCE! Maybe you 
can stay indoors more, or only go 
out in the early morning or the late 
evening hours when the pollen is 
held in check by moisture. 
Wearing a paper mask can help 
too, if you're willing to look a little 
different from other folks. 
; Properly administered medicine 
can be good. Antihistamines 
should not be givin to treat a full­
blown allergic nose, but to prevent 
it from getting that way. They 
must be taken regularly as 
prescribed....not just when the 
symptoms are out of control. If 
you know that when you get to 
Cal State you're going to react to 
oak pollen, the antihistamine 
should be taken before you leave 
home. 
Also, there are different types of 
briefly when you can't get air 
through a stuff^-up nose. Do not 
consider using nose drc^ or na.<al 
spray. They are irritating; they set 
up a cycle of shrinking the nasal 
membranes which may swell up 
again, worse than they were in the 
first place. This is called a rebound 
effect. There are other 
medications...steroids for 
example...that can only be 
prescribed by a physician and may 
help you through serious allergies. 
Finally, immunotherapy..or 
allergy shots..may be the choice if 
avoidance and antihistamine 
therapy isn't working. The 
ant^en has to be clearly identified. 
Then, extreme dilitions of it are 
administered by injection. 
Although the physiological 
mechanism for a positive response 
is somewhat mysterious, in many 
cases this therapy brings great 
relief. Gradually increasing doses 
are administered until the allergic 
person is able to tolerate normal 
without 
switch to another may do the trick. 
For this reason, it's essential that 
you work with your doctor. 
Decongestants are generally not 
used because they can dry you up 
to the point that you get a sore 
throat. They're only to be used 
reaction. 
So, if you're suffering now from 
an allergy, don't dispair. Maybe 
you just haven't faced the situation 
squarely yet. Get on in to the 
Student Health Center and see if 
you can get your allergy under 
control before it controls you. 
Quiz Yourself and Improve 
Study Habits and GRADES 
When you're up all night 
cramming for exams, it's easy to 
down tons of coffee, pig out on 
jimk food and lose a lot of sleep. 
To become well-informed about a 
wide range of food, diet and 
exercise tips for tip-top 
performance, try our information-
packed quiz, developed by 
Wendy's International. 
1. A meal ofa regular bu^, fries, 
and a shake suf^lies approxi­
mately what percent of the 
recommended d^y allowance fcv 
protein? 
2. What is our most important 
source of energy for sustaining our 
activities and metabolisro? 
3. How many servings of breads 
and cereals are recommended per 
day? 
4. Both the American Heart 
Association and the U.S. Senate 
Select Committee on Nutrition 
and Human Needs suggest that 55-
60% of our total calories should 
come from which group-fats, 
protein (beef, fish, poultry), or 
carbohydrates (bread, pasta, 
potatoes, and rice)? 
5. How much fiber do health 
experts recommend that you 
consume per day? 
6. Fruits and v^tables, like those 
found at a quick-service salad bar, 
are the main source of what two 
vitamins? 
7. Eating high-fiber foods sudi as 
apples, salads, and cereals may 
help minimize the risk of what 
type of cancer? 
8. How many calories are found in 
a medium size baked potato 
topped with a tablespoon of sour 
cream? 
9. Drinking large amounts jof 
coffee can rob your body of which 
important vitamins? 
10. Which has the lowest calories-
-butter, margarine, or sour cream? 
MOT IWQX? 
ROAJMV MQfe? 
^rUfT=eD OP.. 
PROJECT 
p. O. Box 8330, San Bernardino, CA 92412 
INLAND AIDS PROJECT was formed by a group of concerned 
citizens of the Inland Empire who want to reduce theimpact AIDS 
on our community and especially on persons with AIDS. 
INLAND AIDS PROJECT provides; 
—Professional and peer counseling for persons with AIDS 
-Confidential referrals for HTLV III Antibody test 
—Speakers on a variety of subjects relatii^ to AIDS 
—Opportunities for citizens to become vdunteers 
In this health crisis, there are needs for positive sodal growdi. We 
must give emotional and financial support to those who have or are at 
risk of AIDS, and foster a community network to provide a 
supportive atmosphere. 
WE ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING A DIFFERENCE! 
For more information calk 
(714) 784-AIDS or 820-AIDS 
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Yesterday Takes Audiences Back to 1960's 
Group Rocks 
CSUSB With 
Fab 4's Hits 
by Matt Pollack 
The Beatles-like musical quartet 
Yesterday entertained an intimate 
crowd of about 250 at the CSUSB 
Gymnasium last Friday night. 
Yesterday, who took their name 
from the B^tles song by the same 
name, played three sets of the Fab 
Foui^s compositions. During the 
sets which ran an average 45 
minutes apiece, the group came 
out on stage in an assortment of 
clothing and hair styles 
reminiscent of the different periods 
of the Beatles. Also present were 
the Rickenbacker guitar., narrow 
Fender bass and the English 
accents that were trademarks of 
the Beatles. 
The group's attire ranged from 
the Black suits of the Beatles' early 
days to the flourscent uniforms of 
Sgt Peppers Lonely Heart's Club 
Band to the torn Levi's of the late 
1960's. Through three sets of 
material with two 25 minutes 
breaks between each. Yesterday 
presented 46 songs and finished 
with a solid version of Let It Be. 
Photograph by Mary Anne Gotheridge 
In the first set, which started at 9 
p.m. instead of the scheduled 8:30 
p.m., the musidans appeared in 
the short haircuts and black suits 
that characterized the Beatles 
during thdr early period of 1963-
1%5. They also played 18 songs 
from that era as well, opening with 
Hard Days Night and finishing 
with the effervescent Twist and 
Shout. 
This set included such Beatle 
standby's as I Saw Her Standing 
There, I Want To Hold Your 
Hand, All My Loving, I Should've 
Known Better, And I Love Her 
(acoustic guitar and all), Can't Buy 
Me Love, Help, She Loves You 
and Ticket To Ride. It was on 
Ticket To Ride that one of the 
players prematurely went into the 
last phrase of the song before 
repeating an earlier verse. This 
was later used as the basis for two 
of the musidans to joke about 
remembering the words to another 
song. 
Yesterday, dressed in the 
flourescent uniforms from the Sgt 
See Group Rocks page 7 
Beatle-like 
Band Enjoys 
Young Crowd 
by Kathleen At^t 
Managing Editor 
They were here. Friday night A 
playback of the Ed Sullivan show 
a^moundng them. 
It seemed the same, yet it was a 
younger generation dandng and 
cl ipping to the sounds of the 
Beatles. 
Yesterday,  the group, 
performed before a crowd at 
C SUSB with their show Beatle 
Nostalgia. The show was billed as 
a concert and dance. 
Don Bellezzo, 27, {John 
Lt nnon) explained that the group 
performs in the school drcut 
Peter Baird, 29, (Paul  
McCartney) says he enjoys the 
drcut. "It pays well...there is no 
smoked filled rooms, drunks or 
owners." 
Baird likes the younger aowds. 
He feels they give something back. 
The older generation sits bade 
and says "Entertain Me," he said. 
"Younger people will get up and 
dance and really get involved. 
See Band Page 7 
Tips on Surviving A Lousy or Mediocre Movie 
Three for the road. Blind Date, 
and Building Mr. Right, are all 
movies that have come out 
recently. They are rotten, crummy 
movies, but in terms of Hollywood 
releases they're actually pretty 
average. People enjoyed these 
films. 1 saw them. They had smiles 
on their faces. You may see one 
and love it, wondering the whole 
while what sort of brain content I 
have for hating these films because 
it's funny and terrific and your life 
would'nt be complete without 
seeing it at least once. You might 
never speak to your friend again 
for the two hours of torture you 
endured. 
Average films hit the theaters in 
droves. They're hard to rate. Some 
people love them, others hate 
them, most enjoy them without 
thinking much atout it. But what 
do you do when you realize that 
you can't stand the movie you're 
watching? You can walk out, but 
chances are you're not alone. 
Whoever you're with will not 
appreciate this. You could sleep 
through it. Most people don't 
appreciate this one either. You 
could complain about it which 
will work out real well if your 
companion(s) hate(s) it too. If they 
like it thou^ and just watch they 
will, you're going to become quite 
unpopular. The fourth and by far 
the most enjoyable solution is to 
cope. You probably know at least 
a few of these coping devices, Imt 
some of them mi^t be new to you. 
In any case, if you're thinking of 
seeing one of these films, or any of 
the other dozens of medioae 
movies out there, keep this list in 
mind; it might be of some use 
during the long boring reels to 
come. 
Coping Strad^es: 1) Do Not 
Look At Your Watch. Resist the 
impulse no matter what happens. 
Knowing how much longer the 
movie is going to drag on will only 
make you feel worse. 
2)Watch The Clothing. Look at 
Crowded House Rocks DeAnza 
By Sandra Plunk 
The DeAnza Theatre in 
Riverside, long established as a 
movie house, has adopted a 
second career as a conceit hall. 
During past weeks, the groups 
Iron Butterfly and the Marshall 
Tucker Band have been featured. 
Most recently, U) present the 
DeAnza as a showcase for all types 
of music, the Australian-ba^ 
band Crowded House appeared 
on April 17. 
Crowded House, consisting of 
former Split Enz members Neil 
Finn and Paul Hester plus bassist 
Nicolas Seymour, have a Top Ten 
qngie and a Top Twenty album. 
However, their Ut "Don't Dream 
It's Ov^ does Dcrt give an 
indication to bow enjoyable a 
Crowded House concert is. The 
trio (along with keyboardist Eddie 
Raynor, another Split Enz 
a lumnus)  en te r ta ined  an  
enthusiastic audience for over 
ninety minutes, combining old 
Enz songs, like "This Is Massive" 
and "One Step Ahead", with 
newer House cuts, such as "World 
Where  You Live"  and  
"Something So Strong". The band 
also played back-up to three girls 
from the audience that Finn 
brought onstage, performed a song 
loudly requested by some fans, and 
did an acoustic medley of Buddy 
Holly's "Not Fade Away" and th6 
'Sex Pistols "Anarchy In The 
U.K." 
A Crowded House show 
combines two main ingredients: 
the strong musical performances 
of Finn, Hester, and Seymour 
during Finn's dcverly woven 
tunes and the spice of their 
impromptu antics throughout the 
concert. Separately, both are 
amusing; together, the mix yields 
an extraordinary amount of fun. 
(Upcoming acts at the DeAnza 
Theatre include Dw^ht Yoakam, 
Armored Saint, Bad Company, 
Bob Weir, Wang Chung, Rick 
Wakeman, and Joan Jett and the 
Blackhearts. For more infor 
mation on these groups and other 
upcoming performances, call 
(714)788-4026.) 
what  everyone  i s  wear ing .  
According to your own arbitrary 
rules, decide whether or not 
they're flattering. Realizations like: 
'that is the ugliest outfit I have ever 
seen in my entire life.' or 'I would 
look terrific in that red dress' are 
just what you're looking for. 
While you're concentrating on the 
c lo thes ,  you ' re  no t  paying  
attention to the acting, plot, and 
other offensive matter. There are a 
lot of options here: cars, interior 
d^ign, sets, or whatever interests 
you will work equally well. 
3) Pick Out All The Mistakes. In 
"Three For The Road" for 
instance, the characters were 
constancy trudging through the 
Louisianna swamps. Not only did 
they get through them in record 
time, but there were no leaches, no 
fish, no birds, crocodiles, flies, 
snakes, or insects of any kind. The 
film makers obviously knew 
nothii^ about swamps. Picking 
out mistakes like this makes you 
feel smug and reafirms the 
stupidity nf everytme involved in 
the producnon of the film. 
4) Try And Figme Out The Plot. 
Imagine everything that's going to 
happen next. Will the guy get the 
girl? (Of course he wilL) But will 
the bad guy die or be put in jail? 
Whatever you decide you're 
probably ri^t. The purpose of this 
exerdse is to make Ae writer look 
stupid. If you're afraid this will kill 
the suspense, stop foolii^ yourself 
there is no suspense. 
5) Ask Yourself What sort of hadic 
wrote this movie? Consider his or 
her mental conditio. When 
you're through dissecting the 
writer, ask yourself: What idiot 
agreed to finance it? 
6)Rewrite The Story. Make all 
sorts of dire things happen to the 
characters. You can have the 
characters get eaten by crocodiles, 
cap tured  and  tor tured  by  
Klingons, befriended by psychotic 
bikers. Whatever you d^ide will 
probably be more interesting than 
what is actually happening up on 
the screen. Write yourself into the 
movie. Cause problems for the 
characters. Run them over. Put 
kick me signs on them. Kick them 
yourself. Use your imagination. 
7) Fantarize. Fantasize about one 
or more of the characters. It really 
helps if you find at least one of the 
characters attractive or intriguing. 
If you d(Mi't, this one is pretty 
pointless and you should just skip 
it. 
8) Try and remember every 
movie you've seen the actors in. 
Evaluate whether or not their 
acting has improved. 
9) Fantasize about what their 
mothers think of this film. 
10) Eat Lots Of Food. Don't pay 
a t ten t ion  to  the  movie .  
Concentrate on your popcorn, 
redvines, chocolate bars, and coke. 
11) Over React. Pretent youre 
re^y scared at only average scary 
moments. Cry at the sad parts. 
Really sob. Overact Ham it up. 
Prove you're a better actor than 
the ones up <hi the screen. 
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Band (Cont from pg 6) 
Ivor Francis, 26, {George 
Harrison) and brother Ken 
Francis, 18, {Ringo Starr) make 
up the rest of the group. 
Yesterday performs an average 
of seven shows a month, singing 
fifty songs a night. The group 
selects their songs from the Beatles 
catalog which contains over 220 
titles. The band has been together 
for over a year. 
Group Rocks 
(Cont. from pg 6) 
Pepper's album cover, covered 
Beatles' tunes from 1%5's Rubber 
Soul album through 1%7's Sgt. 
Pepper's in set two. In this set, 
they played tunes such as Sgt 
Pepper's/With a Little Help From 
My Friends, Lucy In The Sky 
With Diamonds, Taxman. 
Yesterday, N where Man, Dnvc 
My Car, A Day In The Life and 
Day Tripper. 
The final set of songs featured 
music from the Beatles (White 
Album), Hey Jude, Abbey Road 
and Let It Yesterday opened 
the set with a rip-roaring version of 
Back In The U.S.S.R and finished 
with Hey Jude. In Between, they 
played tunes such as Birthday, 
Revolution, Come Together, 
Something, Get Back and the 
'Golden Slumbers Run' from 
Abbey Road. The group used Let 
It Be for their encore. 
by Berke Breathed 
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ACROSS 
1. Noah's boat 
4. Doe wbo oiimklu 
8. FoDcral staad 
12. Hawaiian nccldacc 
13. Outer ganncnl tor 
women (India) 
14. Leeward side 
15. Scbooi of whales 
16. Wanderers 
18. Smeii 
20. Design with Intrkale flgnm 
21. Never 
22. Moist 
23. CUnctaed hand 
27. Though (inf.) 
29. Aurkle - ^-
.38.WMy • 
31. Exclainatloa 
321' Pig pen 
33. Siippery flsb 
34. Press service (abbr.) 
35. Ftetd of conflict 
37. Tree 
38. TinM 
39. Was (p.t.) 
40. Black fluid 
41. Ante meridiem (abbr.) 
42. Direction 
44. Drama set to mude 
47. Frightening 
51. Neither 
52. Llnencumbered 
53. Great lake 
54. Condition of being (suf.) 
55. Undesirable plant 
56. Distance (pref.) 
57. Female saint (abbr.) 
DOWN 
1. Aqiutk plant 
2. To the back 
3. Japanese robe 
4. Thin man dog 
5. E4)uai 
6. End of pencil 
7. Bolt 
8. Fateful 
9. CapabiUt)' of (suf.) 
10. Ever (Poetic) 
11. Point in law 
17. Print measuretnent 
19. Mktwest state (abbr.) 
1; dtwttlB»; 
(abbr.) 
25. Adult male deer 
26. Sort 
27. Unfreeze 
28. Rabbit 
29. Greek 7tb letter 
30. Opal 
32. Smirked 
33. Large N. Anmr. deer 
36. Person wbo Uves in (snf.) 
37. All 
38. Corrects 
40. Very smaH iaiatid 
41. News agency (abbr.) 
43. Near 
44. S^baped, titrable curve 
45. Base 
46 JtrbasoB 
47. StHcb 
48. Prong of a fork (Scot.) 
49. ladkates an eazyiiM (snf.) 
90. None 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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TO bFASP WHAT I'M 
ABovrivexmH... 
HABIXO WAffTS TO BUY THe 
f^ l&HTS TO YOOR SONO. 
snNK Bi/Ti c? y," ANP 
THeN RewRiie HAS A TV 
jmce FOR •we/tr THINS.' 
THerU. MAKF voy A . 
MUm MILLIONAIRE. 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
Answers on Page 15 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
Relax at our nearby beaches before or after class 
at CSU 
Long Beach... 
Three 
six-week sessions 
June 1—July 10 June 22—July 31 July 13—August 21 
»Low cost cuition •No formal admission 
tDorm rooms available at low rates 
»More than 1200 classes eNo residency restrictions 
*Large selection of science & engineering classes 
Call for a bulletin: si3/4ga-556i, ext. a 
or write: Summer Sessions, LIES, Dept 6. CSULB 
1250 Bellfiower Blvd., Long Beach CA 90840 
ens-oss sse? 
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Lady Coyotes Smash Three Home runs 
by Sbella Huggins 
There was no way anyone 
could tell than the Lady Coyote 
Softball team was playing without 
five of their starters when the 
demolished the Christ Collie 
Eagles by a score of 15-4. 
It was quite a day for Kim 
Casey who pitched the entire game 
while striking out six batters and 
giving up only four hits. And that 
wasn't even the most impressive 
part. During the bottom of the 
fifth inning, she belted a homerun 
over the right fielder's head. Casey 
hasn't been able to get a chance at 
bat too much this year because she 
had an operation on her knee. In 
fact, it was only her 4ih time at bat 
during the whole seascm. The 
sophomore from Hawthorne High 
School has been pitching for six 
years and she is Cal State's main 
hurler. Many would think that she 
would feel a lot of pressure about 
that but that isn't the case. T was 
taught to deal with the pressure 
because that's a big part of being a 
pitcher,' she said. Casey owns a 
2.37 earned run average and a 
season total of 38 strikouts. She 
also has a winning record of 12-8. 
The entire team helped her a 
great deal against Christ Collie. 
They were superb on the field 
while committing only one error. 
While their gloves were 'hot,' 
their bats were even 'hotter.' The 
Coyotes smashed three homeruns 
and had a total of 12 hits in all. 
Yolanda Castro, senior, had one 
homerun and onle single. Tammy 
Shearer, freshman, also added a 
homerun and a single. Teri Pain, 
freshman, and Lorri Castro, 
junior, added two singles each. 
Margaret Weaver, Lorraine 
Hernandez, and Michelle Philyaw 
each had one hit. 
CSUSB Women's Softball Team 
Coach Jo Ane Bly was 
especially happy about the win 
b^use she bad to play without 
five of her starters who are injured. 
'Even though we were without 
those girls, the team pulled 
together and came out with a real 
good win,' she said, 'they rose to 
the occasion.' 
And because they rose to the 
occasion the Coyotes improved 
their record to 14^8. 
During another game prior to 
that one, the Coyotes improved 
that one, the Coyotes came up 
short to a tough CSU Dominguez 
Hills squad by a score of 5-0. 
The game was scoreless until 
the top of the second when one of 
the Toros stretched a double into a 
triple and was later able to score 
on an overthrow to first base. 
Photo by Coach JoAnne Bly 
From then on, neither team was 
able to score against the two 
pitchers and against the strong 
wind until the fifth inning, the first 
batter for the opponents blasted a 
triple to left-field and was knocked 
in two batter later. They scored 
anothe run on an error to make the 
score 3-0. they ended their scoring 
during the sixth inning with two 
more unearned runs to make the 
final score 5-0. 
the frustrated Coyotes had 
opportunities to score but were 
unable to bring their runners 
home. Theyleft them on base in 
the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th innings of the 
game. The key reason we didn't 
win was because we couldn't get 
those baserunners in. It didn't 
habe anything to do with the wind 
because both teams had to play in 
it,' remarked Dennis Akem, 
Assistant Coack. 
Another reason could be that 
CSU Doninguez HiOs is in 
Division II whil the Coyotes are 
only in Division III and it's the first 
year Cal State has had a soft ball 
team. 
Cal State's pitcher, Kim Casey, 
went to entire seven innings during 
the game. She managed to 
strikeout three batter against the 
Toros. 
Sophomore, Shelly Philyaw 
ended up with a triple and a single 
to bring her season batting average 
up to.349. Lisa Hilborn, 
freshman, had one single during 
the game to make her season 
average the highest on the team at 
.429. She also holds the record for 
the most RBI's with 22. The other 
hit came from Anne Cordaro, 
junior who boosted her aberage to 
.385. 
Defensively, the Coyotes 
performed will. The infield which 
consisted of Terry Paine at first. 
Tammy Shearer at second, 
Hilborn at shortstop, and Lorraine 
Hernandez at third was solid 
throughout the game while only 
committing one error. 
The Uuly Coyote softball team 
will play doubleheaders against 
their last three opponmts. They 
wind up their season schedule at 
home against UC San Di^o on 
Saturday, May 2, at 12:00 p.m. 
Intramurals - What's Up? 
Camping as a Group 
by James Thyden 
This is one of the few articles 
this year about intramural q>orts. 
That just aren't enough writers to 
cova this, so I decided to see what 
t could do to get some coverage. 
Now, maybe the intercoUqp^ 
spOTts have been more interesting 
to some, but to those who 
partidp^ intramural spmts can 
be a heckuva lot nuHe fiiiL Last 
quarter, a five-year rivalry in street 
hockey between the Charleston 
Chie& and Gretzky's Puppies 
produced one of tte best final 
games in any sport at any levd. 
The Chiefs hald off a furious 
comeback by the Puppies. In 
basketball, the 'B' league 
Sigma's, who lost to the Beastie 
Boys twice and finished second to 
them in the r^lar season, 
defeated them in the finals. 'A' 
league basketball showed off all 
the wanna-be Magics and S 
In basketball, the *6' league 
Sigma's, who tost to the Beastie 
Boys twice and finished second to 
th^ in the r^ular season, 
defeated them in the finals. 'A' 
league basketball showed off all 
the wanna-b Magics and 
Dominiques as PEMM beat the 
Downtowners to win it all. There 
were also several individual events 
like the field goal contest, poker, 
and wrestling. 
This quarter the main evmts are 
10-person men's and Co-Rec 
Softball and three-on-three 
basketball. While some of the 
seasons have started it's still not 
too late to jdn a team, officiate, 
keep score, or just come out and 
watch. There are also plenty of 
other events coming up like the car 
rallye, water carnival, and golf. 
But now I've gotta get out of here, 
so I can go practice and be the next 
Dale Murphy. 
by John Horton 
Group camping in the San 
Bemardinos is tailor made for both 
small and large groups. 
Surprisingly, even medium to 
la^e families frequently can oijoy 
the benefits of group camps. 
However, don't expect full 
hook-ups here. These camps 
typically are geared towards 
moderate-use camping. 
Secluded RV camping usually 
means off-season outings to public 
campgrounds or overnight jaunts 
to an off-the-beaten-path turnout 
Rare, indeed, is the locale that 
offers vacation privacy in a pristine 
setting. 
Yet an idyllic RV haven does 
exist in busy, overcrowded 
Southern California. Offering this 
unique opportunity are the three 
Forest Service Ranger districts of 
the San Bernardino Mountains. 
While public campgrounds 
throughout the west fill to capacity 
from late spring to early fall, some 
RV enthusiasts are relying in the 
secluded setting of a group camp. 
Group camps are available to 
any group, oftra vrith a minimum 
of ten. This is not, however, a hard 
an fast rule. 
Group size minimums are 
usually flexable and, in some 
instances, there is no size 
minimum at all. Each district 
maintains at least one group 
fadlity where even a large family is 
welcome.  (For  spec iHc 
information and reservations, 
contact the appropriate Ranger 
office.) 
Handily, the three districts are 
located on the 101 mile horseshoe 
drive known as Rim of the World 
Highway. Located between the 
cities of San Bernardino and 
Redlands, this historic highway 
passes by the resort communities 
of Crestline, Lake Arrowhead, 
Running Springs, Big Bear, and 
Angeles Oaks, each replete with 
recreational opportunities. 
The lore of mining and timber 
operations-the distant past of the 
San  Bernard inos—seems to  
permeate even the fresh mountain 
air. 
Closest to San Bernardino, the 
Arrowhead district sports a family 
size RV group camp nestled 
among tall conifers and pui^eant 
oaks. 
AccessiUe by 5 miles of 
maintained dirt road. Tent Peg's 
minimum size is 10 persons and is 
available for $20 nightly. Stoves, 
tables, and chemical toilets are 
provided. 
Off-roading, fishing stocked 
trout in nearby Holcomb Creek, 
and hiking in the National 
Children's Forest are a few of the 
recreation options available. 
And, the Pacific Crest Trail is a 
scant mile from camp. 
Tent Peg is available on a first-
come, first-served basis between 
May 22 and September 9. 
Reservations are scheduled after 
the first of the year. 
The Big Beu Raider District 
offers perhaps greater versatility 
than the others. While this distria 
boasts 11 group camps in all, 2 are 
particularly suitable for families in 
RVs, including RVs over 21 feet. 
Pkase See Page 9 
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Competing With The Young 
By C.E. Thompson 
At fifty two, Laveme Edeline is 
the oldest member of the women's 
tomis team at CSUSB. At face 
value, that's not especially old, but 
it is when one considers that 
collie teams are made up almost 
exclusively of young players. She 
didn't have any trouble fitting in 
with a youi^ team thou^. 
"I find the kids on the team just 
«inft7ing It's an odd situation for 
them as well. It's like when you 
walk up to a group of kids, ^ey 
stop talking if youTe older, but not 
these kids. They have accepted me 
from the very banning. They 
say, "We're your biggest fans." 
Visiting teams often under­
estimate her because she is older. 
They think she can't play as well 
on account of her age. They're 
unnacustomed to seeing older 
athletes compete. Her opponants 
often try to run her back and forth, 
thinking that because she's older it 
will wear her out. "They're in 
trouble when they think that.", 
Ms. Edeline said laughing. She 
does twentyfive pushups a day and 
when there's time runs three miles. 
Running back and forth all over 
the court doesn't bother her a bit. 
Ms. Edeline only started tennis 
ten years ago. "I went through a 
long period of my life when I 
didn't have any interest in sports." 
She started playing when her 
husband need^ to take up a sport 
for health reasons. She fell in love 
with tennis and has been playing 
ever since. Playing number three 
position at CSUSB, she previously 
played the number one position at 
Barstow Community College 
where she qualified two years in a 
row for regionals. 
Bom and raised in Texas, Ms. 
Edeline wasn't interested in sports, 
school, or college, when she was 
It's Time For 
Men's Softball 
younger. "When I was a teenagec, 
all I wanted wasagoodtime.Ijust 
got by. I couldn't take the 
discipline." Tennis has helped 
strengthen that discipline. It also 
brought out a competative edge 
which sahe extends to her 
schoolwork. Grades and doing 
well in school matter more than 
they did before. "Tennis has made 
me see a lot of things because of 
my desire to win. 1 didn't want to 
be just a weekend tennis player. 
When you play a recreational 
tennis, that's all it is, and I like the 
competing part of it I guess Fve 
always been competative, but it jus 
never came out because I never 
was competing in anything." 
A Junior working on an English 
degree, Ms. Eveline says that the 
education is more important to her 
than the degree. Her husband 
wants her to get the d^ee more 
than she does. "Bill is just 
determined Fm going to g^ that 
d^ree. He won't let me say I can't 
do it because of this or that" 
When asked the usual questum of 
what she plans to do with her 
d^ree, she replied, "I used to say 
all kinds of things, now I say,'just 
nothing', but that isn't true. What 
she wants to do is get into the 
Masters program at the University 
of Arizona at Tuscon. Her goal is 
to become a professonal writer 
and create wor^ of fiction dealing 
with Texas and the South. 
Ms. Eveline is an excellent 
example of the wide diversity of 
ages and interests represented at 
CSUSB. Sports though, is jone of 
the few areas where that diversity 
is not well represented. The teams 
are still dominated by young 
players. "We're not us^ to an 
older person competing in sports. 
Fd like to see that change." and 
though there's a lot of support 
between the teams there's not 
much support from the student 
body for sports. "Fd like to see Cal 
State have a lot of pride in their 
sports. The kids work very hard 
out there." 
by Jim Thyden 
OK, so we found out who the 
Dan Marinos were in the fall 
quarter and Wayne Gretzkys and 
Larry Birds in the winter quarter. 
Now well see who the Don 
Mattinglys, Mike Schmidts, and 
Ozzie Smiths are. Yes it's time for 
Men's Softball again. There is a 
total of 16 teams right now, and 
there have been two weeks of 
playing so far. In the first week 
there were only five games played. 
They all had their moments, but in 
the 2:45 league, where only one 
game was played, US II defeated 
Kats 19-8. US 1! has taken last 
year's remnants of the US team 
that won the consolation bracket, 
and added a few fiee agents. On 
Friday the game showcased the 
defensive play of two of those firee 
agents. Dewayne Booze and Billy 
Zackowski proved to be 
Kats to 11 hits (nine of which were 
singles). Bill Gropp provided most 
of Kats' offense with a 3 for 4 day 
including a home nm. He also 
made some excellent plays at third 
base. 
In the second week of play, 
there were seven games; four at 
4:15. One of the 4:15 games 
involved the Meat Puppets and 
last year's champions, the Hitmen, 
this game ended 6-1 in favor ofthe 
Hitmen, as they provided the Meat 
Puppets' outfiel^rs with all the fly 
balls they could handle. Last year 
the Hitmen usually scored at least 
ten runs, and often twenty or 
more. But in this, their first game 
of the year, they could not sustain a 
rally. Afler being held scoreless in 
the 1 St inning, the Hitmen sent six 
men to the plate in the 2cnd. The 
highlight of the inning when, with 
2 outs and 2 runners on base, Dave 
Noble drove in both runners with acquisitions, by playing hard in the , r v 
outfield, while steady infield play • 
.^.4 th.. win TibRbm of the 3rd inning with the 
Meat Puppets at bat, one run in. 
and pitching cemented the win. 
US ll's offense consisted mainly of 
Jim Thyden's 5 for 5 hitting, 
including a triple, a home run, and 
four runs scored, and Joel 
Osborne's and Tom West's 
combined 7 for 9 hittii^ that 
included two doubles, a triple, and 
a home run. US II totaled 26 hits 
in 41 'offidal* at-bats, and held 
and two runners on base, Hugo 
Bustamante, playing 1st base for 
the Hitmen, dove to snag a line 
drive, then doubled up the runner 
at 1st to end the Meat Puppets' 
scoring threat. After that, the Meat 
Puppets did not send more than 3 
batters to the plate in any inning. 
Karate 
The Art of the 
Empty Hand 
Learn: 
• Self-Discipline 
• Self-Defense 
• Artistic Expression 
• Physical Fitness 
through non-contaa. traditional 
Japanese Karate. 
NEW BEGIPWING CLASS FORMING NOW! 
SELF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SELF DEFENSE 
79?-95"8 
(Cont. ft'Offi page 8) 
Water, a rare commodity in the 
group camps here available at both 
the Buttercup and Juniper Springs 
Group Camps. While each is 
accessible by less than 3 miles of 
graded dirt road. Buttercup is 
much closer to Big Bear Lake, 
famous for its rainbow trout and 
landlocked silver salmon. For 
privacy, though, Juniper Springs is 
surrounded by nothing but 
wilderness. And, it's within the 
legal zones for hunting and 
"plinking" and off-roading. 
Although lacking water, 
another unique possibility is Bluff 
Mesa. That camp is near the trail 
that leads to Champion Lodgepole 
Pine, the laigest tree of its kind. 
Big Bear Lake and a Myriad of 
wilderness hiking opportunities 
are nearby to the family or group 
whose RV cruises the two mile 
str^ch of easily passable dirt road. 
These, and other group facilities 
are available for $15 nightly. 
Reservations may be made in this 
district at the first of the year. Plus, 
between October 16 and April 30 
all sites are free, though 
reservations are still required. 
Unlike the Arrowhead District, 
Big Bear's group facilities do not 
offer trash cans or bins. And, like 
all the districts, they offer fire rings, 
pit toilets and barbeque stands. 
And, hiking trails abound in the 
high country of nearby San 
Gorgonio Widemess. A free day-
use permit is required. 
Most summer weekend 
evenings, rustic Greyback 
Amphitheater presents enter­
taining outdoors programs. 
Continuity towards Redlands 
cm Rim of the World Highway is 
the San Gorgonio Ranger District. 
Council Group Camp, minimum 
size 10, and Coon Creek Cabin 
Group Camp, no minimum, are 
solid choices for families or small 
groups. 
Bating a spectacular view of 
east San Bema^ino Valley, Coon 
Creek Cabin (no water) is at the 
end of a dirt road passable by RV. 
Though less secluded at 
Council, one can nonetheless 
These camps cost $25 nightly, 
and can be reserved up to 3 
months in advance. 
In all, more than 20 group 
camps are available in the San 
Bernardino Mountains, and a 
great variety exists between many 
of them. 
Arrowhead District's Shady 
Cove and San Gorgonio District's 
Lobo and Oso can accomodate 
75-100. Naturally they are more 
expensive than the others. In 
contrast Arrowhead District 
sports Fisherman's Camp and Big 
Bear offers Siberia Creek, both 
free hike-in camps. 
Of greater importance to small 
groups destined for an RV 
vacation is that at least half of the 
group camps found throughout the 
three Ranger Districts are suitable. 
Whether your group be 
"uc wm few forms of 
enjoy privacy. Tucked away from ^ 
the highway. Council offers RV camping offer more seclusion 
and recreational opportunities 
than the group camps of the San 
Bernardino Mountains. 
For more information r^rding 
reservations call: 
Arrowhead Ranger District 
(714) 337-2444 
Big Bear District: 
(714) 866-3437 
San Gorgonio District 
(714) 794-1123 
water and comfortable campsite 
amenities. 
Close at hand are Jenks Lake 
and the South Fork of the Santa 
Anna River, both stocked with 
pan-sized rainbows. Just up the 
highway, two popular nature trails 
entice travelers to stroll along their 
paths, each marked along the way 
with signs describing native flora 
and fiiuna. 
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Dr.Bruins: An Asset to National Security Dept. 
by Matt Pollack 
He is a man whose gray hair and 
silver-rimmed glasses make you 
sense his intell^ence. His soft 
reassuring voice relaxes even the 
most uncomfortable of people. 
MeanwhUe, he affectionately 
ta lks  about  h i s  domes t ic  
shorthaired housecat, Ivan the 
Terrible, until he notices a collie 
student who has been waiting 
patiently outside his office. He 
pauses briefly to say something to 
the student and then returns to 
t a lk ing  about  h i s  ca t .  
His name is Dr. Derk Bruins, 
and he is a new associate professor 
in the National Security Master's 
program at Cal St.ite San 
Bernardino. Bruins and his wife of 
23 years, Brigitt, do not have any 
chidren but are the proud owners 
of their three-year-old domestic 
shorthaired housecat, Ivan the 
Terrible. Bruins said that be and 
his wife considered giving the cat a 
name of "Brave Heart' because 
"he is such a chicken," but settled 
on Ivan the Terrible because of his 
bad behavior. 
"You can say that he acquired 
us about a year ago when we were 
systems and focuses primarily on 
with a smile. "He was this stray 
who just came in and kind of took 
over the house." 
"T ryii^ to break him of his bad 
behavior has been a real excercise 
for us," Bruins stated. "We have 
rules in our hotise, we know them, 
and we follow them. You could 
say that he has us trained." 
The easy-going, cat-loving 
Bruins was once a defense 
weapons specialist for the United 
States Navy where he often 
traveled on mine sweepers and 
shot at enemy airplanes. After 
retiring from the Navy in 1971, he 
went back to (xtllege and earned a 
Ph.D. in Political Science from 
Columbia University in New 
York. 
Shortly after receiving his 
Pb.D., Bruins began leaching. His 
first experience as a professor was 
at Occidental College in Los 
Angeles where he replaced a 
resident scholar for the Central 
Intelligence Agency. After two 
years there, Bruins took over for a 
professor of arms control and 
d isarmament  a t  Ca l  S ta te  
Fullerton. 
In 1983, the position for a 
professor in the National Security 
Studies Master's Program at 
CSUSB opened up ana Bruins was 
hired. According to Dr. Richard 
Ackley, director of the National 
Security Studies program at 
CSUSB, Bruins was the exact type 
of person that the department was 
looking for. 
"He had the experience in the 
field. He was a Navy officer, 
received his doctorate degree from 
Colombia University in New York 
City, and did his dissertation on 
Weapons," Ackley said. The fact 
that Bruins had taught defease 
strategy courses at Occidental and 
Cal State Fullerton were also b^ 
positives, according to Ackley. 
Ackley felt that the department 
Bruins is looking forward to 
was very fortunate to find Bruins 
because there are not many people 
that have the experience that 
Bruins has. 
"There are three courses in 
strata, and Bruins is qualified to 
teach them all," Ackley stated. The 
director added that working with 
Bruins has been a rewarding 
experience. "He is an individual 
that is certainly a pleasure to have 
around," he noted. 
Likewise, Bruins has also 
enjoyed his brief stay at Cal State 
San Bernardino. Bruins, who 
began as a part-time instructor 
during the 1986 winter quarter, 
explained that ther eis a great deal 
o f  f reedom a t  CSUSB.  
"You get the opportunity to do 
what you want in the classroom," 
Bruins said. He thinks the campus 
is "very enjoyable. The informality 
and the open space are very nice." 
He also stat^ that receiving the 
chance to make decisions in the 
Political Science department has 
made him feel very comfortable. 
In preparation for the Winter 
quarter. Bruins and his wife 
recently moved to the High Desert 
area. He is teaching three courses 
at George Air Forcfe Base, which is 
near his new home in Victorville. 
The National Security Studies 
program has an agreement with 
the military to teach a number of 
courses in the program at GAFB. 
One of the courses Bruins 
teaches is Alliance, Strategy and 
Regional Systems. He said that this 
class deals with American alliance 
NATO (North Atlantic Treaty teachir^ Soviet Foreign Policy 
Organization). and  Compar i t ive  Communis t  
He also teaches Arms Control Political Systems in the spring 
and Security Police, as well as 
Amei ican  Fore ign  Pol icy .  Please See Page 15 
Dr. Dirk Bruins 
OK to Say No to Sex ^fCLdc Schools OffPV 
by Janice Young is this "education" wilUng to go? ^ i 
A Brighter Job Future? With the scare of AH^ and its' rapidly risii^ epidemic, it is no surprise that sex education in 
public schools is making 
alterations in their attempts to 
inform studenb of this disease. 
Doubtless, the need to educate 
teenagers and pre-teens, and 
some believe chidren, on the 
subject of sex and its 
consequences is more prevalent 
today than it has been in the 
previous history of public 
schools' curriculum. But how far' 
Kaleidoscope is published 
weekly by the Department of 
Communication to augment 
classroom instruction. Inquiries 
and comments may be addressed 
to Kaleidoscope, care of the 
Department of Communication, 
Cahfomia State University, San 
Bernardino, 5500 University 
Parkway,  San  Bernard ino ,  
California 92407. 
Dianne Hamre, editor 
Ehnne Patrick, photography 
Sue Barcus, photograf^y 
John Kaufman, advisor 
-
illii^
Does a 9 year old child need 
to be handed a condom from 
some "authority" on a school 
campus to facilitate sex 
education, and perhaps attempt 
to ensure "safe sex". Is this the 
solution to sexually transmitted 
diseases, or is it simply 
condoning sexual promiscuity 
among children? 
In recent months, a new type 
of television advertising has 
come into existence, 
advertisements not of the 
traditional consumers' 
commercial. Instead, prominent 
television personalities have 
come out and encouraged the 
public and prompted kids to say 
"No" to drugs, alcohol, and even 
smoking. The similar approach 
should be taken now. Rather than 
assuming that all teenagers are 
Please See Page 15 
Because some corrections were 
not made in the April 22 issue of 
Kaleidoscope, the printed page 
does not reflect the intentions of 
Barbara Callahan who did the 
editii^ and layout. 
Editing and layout by 
Janice Young 
by Sue Barcus 
Are trade schook the Lee 
lacocca of higher education or is 
the sheepskin still the way to the 
boss's job? As lacocca saved 
Chrys le r  Corpora t ion  f rom 
financial ruin, do trade schook 
offer a br^hter job future to 
potential undergraduates at four-
year collies? 
Certainly many believe that 
college k crucial. Accordingly, the 
U.S. Bureau of Census survey 
shows that collie enrollment 
from FaU of 1973 to Fall of 1983 
increased  12 .5  mi l l ion—an 
increase about 30 percent. 
"A college degree offers 
assurance to an employer that you 
are capable of higher level 
thinking—able to look at a 
problem and come up with 
solutions, devise new programs, 
do studies of effectiveness and 
assume leadership," says Jade 
Dexter, job developer for the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Center  a t  Ca l  S ta te  San  
Bernardino. 
On the other hand, will thk 
"assurance " pay the bilk and put 
food on the table if someone from 
a technical trade school beats a 
recent college grad out for a job 
because they have the necessary 
skilk to get their foot in the door? 
Technical trade schook, such as 
the National Business Institute 
(NBI) and the National Education 
Center, Skadron Campus, offer 
t echnica l  sk i l l s  tha t  a re  
immedia te ly  marke tab le  a f te r  
graduation. 
As a result, the question arises 
whether  t rad i t iona l  co l lege  
students are turning to trade 
schook for undergraduate training 
because of a very competitive job 
market Many finding from a 
freshman survey by the Council of 
American Education show that 
the difficult economic upheavek 
of the last decade have had a 
serious impact on the families of 
today's students. 
"A cdlege d^ee k no kmger 
percdved to be a sure ticket to a 
good job and a sound tomorrow," 
observed Kenneth C. Green, 
researcher for the Cooperative 
Institutional Research Program at 
UCLA. Competition k stiff, and 
often a college education takes no 
precedence when it comes to 
seeking a job. 
Noella Mermon-Buchanan, a 
human restMirces representative 
^th Southern California Edison 
(SCE) says, "No matter what the 
background is, we offer all people 
an entry level position and give* 
encouragement of those who have 
d^ees, that by their own tenacity 
of  cont inu ing  i n  the i r  own 
education, they prob .My be 
able  to  promote  fas te r ;  hov  vver  a  
d^ree does nui guarantee 
Moreover, college edu .ition 
ittelf k perhaps not as Lighly 
locked upon as it used to b& 
"Why train someone for 
someth^ they are never going to 
use out there in the working 
Please see Page 15 
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continued from front page 
have the intellectual ability to 
succeed 
'Juarez represents the ida that a 
demoaacy is the best system to 
acheive equality. He believed in 
the sovereignity of the Mexican 
people. Hispanics need to develop 
their own solution to their 
problems and issues. Hispanics 
can succeed r^ardless of poverty 
and social condition one there is a 
belief in success." 
Rivera  encouraged  the  
members of audience to succeed 
academically and become "the 
next President of the University of 
California, the next community 
college president, the next doctor, 
a t to rney ,  t eacher  o r  c i ty  
councilman." 
Hispanic Scholarship Award Winners $200 scholarships went to L 
to R Robert Carrillo, Rosemary Saldivar. $100 scholarships went 
to Elsa Garcia and Claudia Hurtado, and the following each received 
$200, Josephine Wong, Sharon Martinez-Headrick, Catherine Mele, 
and Josue Miranda. 
THE AIRLINES 
WANT YOU! 
DELTA, TWA, AMERICAN, 
CONTINENTAL, UNITED, JET 
A M E R I C A ,  A L A S K A ,  
AMERICAN WEST and more 
than 100 airlines are looking 
for good people to \A/ork 
nationwide. 
Dr. Manuel Rivera, President of San Bernardino Valley College, was 
the honored guest speaker at the Hispanic Scholarship Awards 
Banquet last Saturday night 
One w3ek only, save on the i^)ld rir.g ofyo'ir cfioice. For coniplcio 
de ta i l s ,  see  > our  Jos tens  represen ta t ive  a t :  
iJaU- May 4,5,6 
3EE3 Payment plans available. ©1985Jostens. l.i< 
JOSTENS 
A M E R t C A - S  C O L L E G E  R t N G  
• •• • -
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Attention Writers: 
We are running out of stuff to print. Do you have anything 
you'd like to see in the paper? If so, drop it off at the Chronicle's 
office located in the Student Union. We accept poetry and 
short stories. 
Satirical Lyricals 
by James Raven 
Me 
I weep. 
Remembering. 
And that's what, 
Love will do. 
Celebration 
High, sunlit lacy strands ascend. 
Splendor bearing as they bend 
And bob 'mongst dappled hills. 
So as Man 'midst all his ills. 
Ronnie's the pied piper 
It's really plain to me 
And all of those who followed him 
Have been led into the sea 
From Contra aid 
To Granada's raid 
They've never been afraid 
Now on the brink 
They've had to think 
There may have been a link 
In bombs and guns 
For hostages 
With Khomeini in Inn 
Which made Ronnie's Foreign 
Policy 
Look like one big sham 
So now in doubt 
They cast about 
And wonder what to do 
But have no fear 
Two lame duck years 
And Ronnie will be through. 
^ I I ----
•|—T "f — l^ON 
The Student Union of California State University, San 
Bernardino, would like to sponsor an annual Spring Quarter 
Market Day, the first of which will be held on May 12. 1987, 
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on the grass area between the 
Student Union and Creative Arts buildings. 
Booths and/or tables can be set up for off-campus as well 
as on-campus groups to display their goods. These might include 
such items as men's and women's shoes, clothing, exercise 
lewelry, custom tee shirts, and accessories, as well as a number 
of food, drink and information booths. On-campus groups would 
v., - fee to porticipato in thio o-.-ont. Hcv.-cvor, 
a'registration fee of $20.00 per off-campus vendor would be 
levied? the resulting revenue would be used to improve future 
"Market Days". Permission to sell food and beverages would 
be restricted to on-carapus organizations only. 
Because of the great popularity of swap meets in the San 
Bernardino area, we feel that this type of event would draw 
a large portion of the surrounding community's population and 
would help make those who attend more familiar with our cxmpus 
and its facilities. "Market Day" can also serve as an i.ii.orma-
tional as well as fund-raising event for on-campus organizations. 
"Market Days" on other CSU campuses have become very successful, 
highly anticipated traditions! 
Please complete and return the attached form to the Student 
Union as soon as possible. Thank you! 
MaaicET DAY REGISTRATKW rORM 
" MlIVI 
503 W. 40TH STREET 886-8493 
CLEAIV OUT YOUR 
CLOSETS!!!! 
JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM 
CAMPUS SIZES: 3x6 TO 10 x 15 
OR 
2180 
W, HIGHLAND AVE. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
887-2411 
SIZES 
5 X 5 TO 10 X 30 
NAME:. 
BUSINESS OR ORGANIZATION:, 
TELEPHONE:(business) 
MERCHANDISE: 
TELEPHONE: (hcsne). 
Off-campus vendor* or organisations please enclose a check or 
money order in the amount of $20.00. 
LARGE 
ENOUGH 
FOR BOATS 
AND Ci^RS 
NO 
SECURITY DEPOSIT 
2nd month FREE with this ad 
coupon eood at any Assured Mini Storage 
exp. May 30th. 
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Commandments Grads Should Know 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS 
OF THE JOB SEARCH FOR 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Life is a fidl contact sport. It has 
always been a game of who you 
know. B^in with a list of friends, 
relatives and acquaintances and 
ask each who they think you 
should talk with. 
Don't look for a job. Look for 
infonnation first Getting these 
steps backwards is the bi^est 
mikake you can make. Face to 
face research is the best kind. It 
builds contacts, a database and 
interview slftlls (you interview 
them) all at the same time. 
Do not lead with a resume. 
Resumes cause screen out. They 
should only be used after face to 
face meetings that develop 
opportunities. Do them one at a 
time. Say as little as possible. 
Operate from a written Ust of 
questions. How did you find your 
way here? What is this industry 
really like? (and always) If you 
were me who else would you talk 
with? (Can I use you name as a 
referral?) 
Real practice makes perfect The 
more people you contact and talk 
with the better at it you will g«. 
Start with alumni, your 
roommate's father, a professor's 
brother, anyone. Discipline 
yourself to make phone calls and 
set up meetings. Everyone of them 
will have a skill building benefit 
and an often unexpected piece of 
information. 
Stay away from interviews. You 
don't want to be an applicant. You 
don't want to get in the pile to be 
evaluated and screened out. You 
wan to meet key people, listen to 
them, let them like you eventually 
give them a chance to fit you into 
their organization. 
The most powerful words in the 
language are Thank You.Spend 
your money on high quality 
personal stationery. You must 
become a master at the three 
sentence one paragraph thank you 
note. Thank everyone for 
everything, in writing and within 
one business day. Each time you 
thank a referral copy the person 
who gave you the name (with a 
marginal actional thank you). 
Life te a treasure hunt You can't 
expect to find out what you want 
to do or be unless you go out and 
see what is out there. If you want 
QUESTION #2. 
HOWCANTHE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS 
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY? 
a) Save over 50% off ATKT's weekday rates on 
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends. 
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do 
just fine. 
c) Save 38% off ATMf's weekday rate on out-of-state 
calls during evenings. 
d) Count on AT8J for exceptional value and high quality 
service. 
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them 
pick up the tab whenever possible. 
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere, 
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should 
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you. 
ijc AT&T offers so many terrific valu^. For example, you 
can save over 50% off AT&T's d£^ rate on calls during 
weekends ^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm 
Sunday through Friday. 
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm, 
Sunday through Frid^, and you'll save 38% 
off our day rate. 
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you 
immediate credit if you do. And of course, you can count 
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call. 
To find out more about how AT&T can help save you mon^ 
give us a call. With a little luck, you w^t have to ti^g around with 
tiie rich kids. Call toll-free today, atr800^22^30^ ^ ^  
ATbT 
The right choice. 
01966 AT&T 
to be a fireman, go visit the 
firebouse. There is no other way. If 
you don't like the firemen you 
meet that is a due that firefighting 
m^t not be for you. Walk the 
ground. It's the only way to know 
what you might want. 
Begin building a career network. 
The pecq)le that you meet and 
contact are not one shot 
experiences. Your objective is not 
to get a job but to build up a 
group of potential career advisors. 
You can pick the best ones and 
stay in touch for years. Your initial 
sutetantial work investment can 
have long term paybacks. 
Careers and mosaics, not 
blueprints. Structured linear 
career progressions are a myth. 
Your first job is not the 
first step, it is the first piece of the 
picture. Beware of the extended 
training program. Go for 
something that gets you involved 
with real work as soon as possible. 
(This may be substitued for any of 
the first ten or can be kept as a 
bonus no. 11). 
Look for your first boss not your 
first job. Who you work for and 
with perscmally is the single 
"^^poftant frctor in a fifR 
Don't accept a position for 
assignment to someone at a later 
date. Personal chemistry wfll 
always be critical. 
These are the new rules of 
career dynamics in today's 
different job environment. Many 
college seniors from this year's 
graduating class will have five or 
six different careers over their 
lifetimes. Learning to make career 
transitions banning with the first 
one must a professional skill 
developed by each graduate. 
How to start 
your law career 
before you start 
law school. 
Start with the Kaplan LSAT 
prep course. 
After taking Kaplan, 
thousands of LSAT students 
score over 40. That's the top 
10% nationwide! And 
candidates who score over 40 
on the new LSAT enjoy the best 
chance of being accepted to the 
law school of their choice and 
going on to practice with top 
law firms or corporations. 
So call any of our 120 centers 
for information and class 
starting dales. The Kaplan LSAT 
prep course could be the one 
pre-law course that determines 
the course of your law career. 
I KAPLAN 
STAN If Y H K API AN EOUCATIONAl CB4TR OOl 
ENROLUNG NOW! vis;' •; cr . erne' 
Avt- '16' 
."a: u' aov.; evr-
; ononf-nuTOf• 
' 54) 796-3727 
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" LAS VEGAS TURN-A-ROUND" 
JUNE 6, 1987 
IDENTIFICATION & $25.00 
REQUIRED WHEN SIGNING UP! 
10  BARS 
3  DANCE FLOORS 
3  DISC JOCKEYS 
3G IA N T 
METROVISION 
VIDEO SCREENS 
AFTER H O U R S  
D A N CI N G  
(F r iday  & Sa tu rday )  
CAPACITY 
2NDT 0NONE  
18  & OVE R INVITE  
FULL SER V I C E 
RES TA U RA N T 
RELAXING 
LOUNGE 
MONDAY 
NU-WAVE DANCE CONTEST 
TUESDAY At 
HARDB0DY<J5<S 
WEDNESDAY 
'^ET T-SHIRT CONTEST^ 
THURSDAY 
MALE EXOTIC SHOW 
WET T-SHIRT 
CONTEST 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT 
18 & OVER 
INVITED 
EVERY NIGHT! 
OPEN: 
TNitesaWeek 
8P.M.TILL2P.M 
Friday & Saturday 
8 P.M. TILL 5 A.M. 
FRIDAY 
HOT LEGS CONTEST 
SATURDAY 
BATTLE OF THE SEXES 
SUNDAY 
HIGH—ENERGY DANCING 
WED thru SUN, 
NU-WAVE UNDERGROUND 
THE FINEST IN THE INLAND EMPIRE'  
'C/u /VT4^82-3322 
5714 Mission Blvd. 
MISSION PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
Riverside. CA 
ALL THIS FOR $25.00 
SIGN UP AT THE STUDENT UNION FRONT DESK 
APRIL 15 - APRIL 30. 
Con't. From Page 5 
Answers: 
1. 42%~Ample amounts of 
protein can be found in 
hamburgers and chicken and fish 
fillet sandwiches. 
2. Carbohydrates. 
3. 4. Baked potatoes and Kaiser 
buns are excellent sources of this 
group. Also, carbohydrates aren't 
all that fottening and contain 
important nutrients such as B 
vitamins. 
5. 25-35 grams. It's easy to get 
some of the fiber you need at your 
local quick-service salad bar if it 
contains an array of fresh 
v^etables and fruits. For example, 
a salad consisting of 2 cups lettuce, 
1/2 cup green peas, 1/4 cup 
kidney beans, 1/2 cup garbanzo 
beans, 1/2 cup broccoli, 1/2 cup 
cauliflower, and 1/2 cup 
pineapple chunks provides 4.2 
grams of crude fiber. 
6. A and C. For example, 
Wendy's Garden Spot salad bar 
^ntains good sources of vitamins 
A or C. While some items vary, 
the Garden Spot usually contains 
carrots, grapefruit, oranges, 
strawberries, and lettuce. Vitamin 
A is essential for preventing "night 
blindness" and helps heep the 
outer layers of tissue and organs 
healthy. Vitamin C is necessary for 
proper growth and repair of 
important body tissue, teeth, gums 
and blood vessels. It is also needed 
in higher quantities when under 
stress. 
7. Colon cancer. The National 
Cancer Institute has found that 
people with high fiber diets have 
a much less risk of cancer of the 
colon. 
8. A mere 275 calories. 
9. B-complex vitamins. Pay dose 
attention to the number of cups of 
coffee you consume during exams. 
Coffee robs the body of key B-
vitamins necessary for eneigy. To 
gd more B-vitamins, eat a l^ed 
potato, or raisins and sunflower 
seeds. 
10. Sour cream-25 vs. ICQ per 
tablespoon of butter or margarine. 
College 
Seniors 
How To Succeed Brilliantly. 
Meet With A Company 
That Succeeds. Continually. 
To thrive in telecommunications and information 
services for 25 years a company needs to know 
about leadership and success. And we do. 
We're Contel Corporation. After 700 
acquisitions, we're on the leading edge of 
technology. We'd like to tell you how 
we got there. Our large telephone 
network has been one of our 
major successes. As a 
successful leader, we provide 
innovative ideas, technical 
support in a working environment 
where people can excel, and a 
histo^ of one success after another. And 
it continues to work for us. We can offer 
you these opportunities in our Western 
Division Headquarters in Victorville. Let us 
tell you more about what success is all about 
... Contel. 
If you have a Bachelor's Degree in 
Business Administration 
or Information Systems 
Management, 
please stop by the Placement Office 
to schedule an appointment for 
Tuesday, May 5. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/h/v. 
.^=^======5 Telephone 
= =iLi® Operations 
PEOPLE IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY 
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HELP WANTED DATA ENTRY OPREATORS 
For U.S. Forest Service of San 
Bernardino and Riverside. 
10-20 hrs. a week. 4.05/hr. 
Call 887-7516 
The HEAT IS ON! Summer 
jobs for qualified students. No 
obligation. Call Opt. Zeugner, 
887-9545. TYPING 
THE HEAT IS ON! No obligation 
for qualified students. Six weeks 
this summer in Kentucky. Free 
flights! Army ROTO, 887-9545. 
TYPING and word processing. 
Academic papers, reports, resumes 
Student rates. Call Joan at: 887-
6131 
DATA ENTRY OPERATORS 
for U.S. Forest Service of San 
Bernardino and Riverside 10-
20hrs. a week $4.05/hr. CaU 887-
7516 
SAVE TIME: Wordprocessing & 
Typing. Turn in professional -
looking papers. Term papers, 
resumes, cases, letters, etc. Near 
Cal State. Student Discount rates. 
Drop off & Pick-up available. No 
job too small. FAST & 
RELIABLE. Call Leslie at 
Discount Typing Service. 887-
4644. 
Part time real estate assistant or 
bookeper, math, business and or 
computer majors perferred. Apply 
at James Gray Management 3974 
Jurupa Ave. No. 302 Riverside 
92506. PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
A service that's f^t, accurate, and 
experienced. 411 college papers at 
student ratto. Gall 820-5712 
anytime. If no answer leave a 
message. 
Part-time assistant wanted: For 
Assured Mini Storage on 40th St. 
Saturdays and afternoons; light 
maintenance. C!all Paul at 886-
8493 „ 
LIFEGUARDS 
POOL MORS. 
4.75-6.75ph 
Lifeguard I: no prior exp. 
Lifi^uard IL 3 mo. exp. 
SR. Lifi^uard: 6 mo.exp. 
Pool Mgr.: 6 mo. exp. & WSl ' 
All positions must have CPR, 
first aid & adv. tifesaving 
certificates. 
CITY OF RIVERSIDE 
Personnel Office 
3900 Main Street 
iliverside, CA 92522 
(714)787-7571 
AEO/AAE/M-F 
AM/PM TYPING: Spell check 
&. "Sav-A-Disk" available. 
Shirley Lewis 887-3527. 
WORD PRO "ESSING near Cal 
State. Term Papers, resumes, 
manuscripts, correspondence. 
Letter quality output. Call 887-
5931, ask for Cynthia. 
FOR SALE 
I%9 Convertible VW to good 
home. $3(X)0 Very good condition 
- CaU for more info, after 6 or leave 
message. (714) 796-5850. 
Trade Schools cont 
force?" said Jennifer Andre, 
admissions representative, NBI. 
Trade schools believe that 
knowledge must translate into 
employability for the individual. 
Trade schools scrutinize 
potential students before they are 
accepted into school. Their 
back^ound and education are 
looked at and they are tested for 
skills specific to ^e subect area 
they want to study. 
"We don't want to set anybody 
up for failure," said Judy 
Murakami, director of education 
for NBI. 
"Students come to trade schools 
as an alternative because their 
grades don't qualify for collie, 
and aire finding it. to'be more 
practical and less expensive," said 
Ms. Andre. 
For example, the cost of trade 
sdiools, such as NBI or Skadron, 
for a nine month course ranges 
from S3,000 to $4,500 and up to 
$7,500. Because of increased costs, 
trade schools, like colleges, 
provide assistance through various 
forms of financial aid made 
available to meet the needs of 
students. The programs presently 
utilized include Pell Grant, 
Supplementa l  Educa t ion  
Opportunity Grants, National 
-Direct Student Loans, Guaranteed 
Student Loans JTPA, 
82 Mazda GLC Sport Sunroof, 
AM/FM, 5 speed, new clutch, 
great condition inside and out. 
$3500, 793-3369. 
'86 HONDA Scooter, unuse^ 
won in contest, 150cc, Metallic 
Red, $1375 firm. 880-1542, 
evenings. 
Fencing kit-foil etc. 
887-7368. 
Furniture 889-5717 
TRAVEL 
Tour Fiji and New Zealand July 
5-20. College Credit available. For 
in format ion  ca l l  Extended  
Education at (714)887-7667 or 
Communication Department at 
(714)  887-7685.  At tend  
orientation session on Sunday, 
April 26, 1987 at 3pm. PL.241. 
PERSONALS 
Have M.S. Would like to talk with 
others who have M.S. also. 
359-7626 (after 8:00) 
Ask for Tyler. 
Sue-I just had to make you happy. 
-Jim 
C)ongratulations .Zeta Class of the 
Deha Sigma Phi Fraternity. 
Welcome to the strongest 
organization on campus. Best of 
Luck. 
SPIKE. 
Rehabilitation and Verterans 
Benefits. 
Trade schools cannot guarantee 
empolyment, but will assist 
students securing a job throughi 
their placement services. It is 
imperative to note however, that 
the success in getting employment 
is directly related to effort, 
attendance and achievement in 
school, this is not unlike the 
philosophy of a four-year 
institution. 
Most graduates fiom NBI and 
Skadron go into entry-level 
positions with a firm. Both of the 
schools boast that ongoing surveys 
by their placement departments 
show that 85 to 91 percent of 
students upon graduation placed 
immediately. 
A 1984 spring survey of 
bachelor d^ee recipients done by 
the California Stote University 
system shows that out of 2,345 
i^es respondents, 24 and under, 
69 percent are employed ftill-time. 
Out of 3,189 feraiale respondents, 
24 and under, 60 percent are 
employed full-time. 
Beverly Davis, the personnel 
director for E.F. Hutton Insurance, 
pointed out that a lot of smaller 
companies don't do on-the-job 
training anymore because of the 
expense. However, she stated that 
in most departments her company 
Alpha Phi Alpha Class! Happy 
1st Anniversary! 
Love Beta Class 
Welcome to the new pledges in 
Alpha PhL Chris, Chris, Kristine, 
Kiwi, Kymm, Suzanne, Tania, 
Vida, and Yvonne. I'm glad you're 
with us. 
CarIa B. 
David K. 
I will love you forever and be 
the best feline you ever had. 
with purrs. Tana L. 
To A-Phi Michelle in Humanities; 
You've caught my eye and I'm 
dying to meet you. I'll be watching 
you. 
Your Secret Admirer 
ATTENTION ALL COYOTES! 
Put a personal in The Chronicle 
for one low, low price...FREE! 
Yes, all personal ads are 
FREE! Come to The Chronicle 
office in the Student Union for 
\ more details! 
Delta Pledge Class - Alpha Phi -
You're Awsome! Keep up the 
good work! Remember Alp^ Phi 
IS the best you can bel 
Love Rajean 
HOUSING 
Dear Big Sis; 
I am so glad you're back! I have 
missed you so much! Let's do 
lunch! 
Love, your little Alpha Phi Sis, 
Melissa 
looks for people with a four-year 
d^ree, except in data processing. 
"The degree shows you have 
persistence, you are trainable and 
able to work on your own," said 
Davis. 
Does this persistence pay of^ In 
some cases it does. 
Dexter mentioned the anecdote 
about a student who sat outside 
Yale's admission office for four 
days and said over and over again, 
"Yale needs me-I need Yale." 
They  f ina l ly  accepted  h im.  
Thus, Dexter's advice is to be 
persistent when you have your 
mind set on a particular job-even 
if you don't fill any requirements. 
CSUSB is helping students to 
explore their options in career 
choice or career change with 
seminars for specific majore. 
Also available for students to take 
are courses providing ability 
exper ience  in  .  computer  
operations, accountii^ writing, 
and people management 
However, it is the technical 
trade schools that are far ahead of 
four-year institutions in providing 
practical experience. 
Students will have to decide 
which trainii^ will give them what 
they want. Many people will see 
two types of training as a choice 
between a job and a career. As 
John Dexter said, "Are you here 
to make a living or a life?" 
Don't Forget! 
M.E.Ch.A.'s 
Cinco De Mayo 
Celebration... 
on campus 
through 
MAY 8th! 
Room For Rent: Condo on 
Shandin Hills GC. Non-smoker. 
Private bath, private entrance, 
pool and jacuzzi fticilities. $215 
per month including gas & elec. 
Sex, cont. 
going to start engaging in sexual 
activities at an early age, they 
should also be encouraged to say 
"No" to sex, and "No" to 
homosexual acts, and even, "No 
thanks-I won't need that 
condom." 
Presently the California 
Department of Education is 
working on the new sex 
education guidelines. A new 
addition to this curriculum is a 
video on AIDS, which 
encourages the use of condoms. 
Yet, a condom is not the cure 
to AIDS, nor is it the cure to 
other sexually transmitted 
disease, or even a lasting cure to 
unwanted pr^nancies. Rather, it 
is more thw likely a short-term, 
easy and accessible way of 
condoning and encouraging 
adolescent sexual behavior— 
perhaps 9a earlier age than in 
the past. V 
Certainly, it is tnie that 
teenagers need to be educated 
on the various consequences of 
sexual promiscious lifestyles. 
However, there is a line between 
educating, and condoning and 
encouraging sexual behavior. 
Kids need to be let known-
by their friends, their older 
brothers and sisters, their 
teachers, even popular television 
personalities-tl^t it's cool to say 
"No" to sex too. 
CROSSWORD 
ANSWERS 
nsnn  proRon 
iinn m 
iziBn 
iinnB RciB 
Dr. Bruins, cont. 
quarter because world politics is 
his main interest. 
He has written papers about 
anti-satellite war&re and Soviet 
ballistic missle submarine strat^. 
He also wrote a report titl^ 
"Unders tanding  the  Sovie t  
Union". 
' Bruins admits that be has a 
fascination for studying the ways 
of the Soviet Union. He said he is 
exploring Soviet history in order to 
see how they teach hikory to the 
Soviet people. 
"What I'm finding is that the 
Soviet citizen is not exposed to 
the truth as we know it and this 
makes it more difficult to n^otiate 
wi th  them,"  he  sa id .  
Bruins commented that the 
flexibility in the course outline at 
CSySB has allowed him the 
opportunity to develop his 
courses. 
"The administration and faculty 
here are very supportive," Bruins 
said. "I simply mentioned that I 
wanted to teach these classes and 
b ingo . . .  here  they  a re . "  
•" tw 
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